Abstract-Compared to object-based registration, feature-based registration is much less complex. However, in order for feature-based registration to work, the two image stacks under consideration must have the same acquisition tilt angle and the same anatomical location-two requirements that are not always fulfilled.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clinical diagnosis, as well as planning and evaluation of therapy, is often supported by several imaging modalities. For thorough diagnoses, several imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which are capable of assessing different organs or tissues are recommended. For example, CT is quite effective in the assessment of bones although poorly detects boundaries between tumor and adjacent normal soft tissues. On the contrary, while MRI offers superior soft tissue contrast with different pulse sequence imaging, it is incapable of identifying bony structures owing to signal-void bone cortex.
Fusing information from multimodality images, which involves registration of images with different dimension, orientation, and resolution is not an easy task. Several methodologies for image registration have been proposed [1] - [11] . These techniques can be divided into two categories: object-based registration methods [8] and feature-based registration methods [9] . The object based image registration methods have the disadvantage that the objects must first be defined, which is a high-level image processing task that might prove quite difficult for complex images. Another drawback associated with object-based registrations is the computation complexity, which prevents their practical applications.
Compared to objected-based registration, feature-based registration is much less complex. However, in order for these methods to work, the two image stacks under consideration must have the same acquisition tilt angle and have the same anatomical location-two requirements that are not always fulfilled. The acquisition tilt angle is often different in routine acquisition protocols among different imaging modalities, especially in those situations when specific acquisition tilt angles are chosen to best suit the diagnosis purposes. For example, when diagnosing epilepsy, a sequence of oblique SPECT images across the temporal lobe is acquired. While the same oblique angle may be achieved in MR imaging, it would require a serious data reformatting work for the CT images. In addition, if the patient's scans have already been acquired using a specific acquisition tilt angle, it will be costly and discomforting to rescan with the other acquisition tilt angle just to obtain different orientation image stacks for registration or physician observation.
In this paper, we present a complete solution to convert two sets of medical images acquired with different acquisition angles and anatomical cross sections into one set of images of identical scanning orientation and positions. The sequence of steps about the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 . First, the original image acquisition parameters (including slice thickness, tile angle, and number of images) are input to simulate (reconstruct) the original image acquisition circumstance as shown in Fig. 2 . The space correlation information among the two image stacks is then extracted. After that, depending on the space correlation information, such as the scan line thicknesses, the scan line tilt angle and orientation of the image, the reconstructed gray level of pixels are computed, based on various intersection/correlation situations.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section II describes the technique of image transformation. Results of our transformation are presented in Section III. Finally, in Section IV, conclusions and possible future extensions of the work are given.
II. IMAGE TRANSFORMATION
Image transformation in this paper is to convert two sets of medical images acquired with different acquisition angles (orientation) and anatomical positions into image sets of identical orientation and positions. In practical scanning, an acquisition scan plan has two degrees of freedom, a tilt angle (), which denotes the raising angle relative to horizontal plans along the x direction, and an incident angle () which denotes the raising angle relative to horizontal plans along the z direction. A cross section image is obtained by averaging gray levels in the two sides of the acquisition scan plan within a specific range (thickness). Fig. 2(a) illustrates an oblique acquisition scan, the rectangular plan, with a tilt angle and an incident angle. For this example, the tilt angle can be viewed as the angle between the line-connecting top of left eye and bottom of right eye, and the horizontal line, while the in- cident angle can be viewed as the angle between the line-connecting cheekbone of right face and lobule of right ear and horizontal line, see Fig. 2(b) . To simplify demonstration, in following figures we will use an "acquisition scan line" to represent an acquisition scan plan. As illustrated in Fig. 2(c) , a silhouette image shows two sets of acquisition scan lines, one denoting the horizontal axial scans (tilt angle = 0 , incident angle = 0 ) and the other, the oblique axial scans with tilt angle > 0 and incident angle = 0 . To simplify explanation and discussion, some terminologies are first described as follows.
Thickness line: Since all elements within a pair of consecutive acquisition scan lines contribute to the observed gray value, the "thickness line" specifies the range along the longitudinal direction of a voxel where elemental information is averaged.
Left (right)-bound line:
The left (right) bound lines of an obliquely scanned image when projected onto the oblique axial scans.
QO i = fqo i; 1; t ; qo i; 2; t ; . . . ; qo i; n; t g where QO i denotes the set of points along the ith oblique acquisition scan line on the silhouette image, and qoi; 1; t and qoi; n; t are the two intersection points at the depth t of the ith oblique acquisition scan line to the contour of the silhouette image [ Fig. 3(a) ]. QHi = fqhi; 1; t; qhi; 2; t; . . . ; qhi; m; t g where QHi denotes the set of points along the ith horizontal acquisition scan line on the silhouette image, and qh i; 1; t and qh i; m; t are the two intersection points at the depth t of the ith horizontal acquisition scan line to the contour of the silhouette image. i; j; t = fp i; j; t; 1 ; p i; j; t; 2 ; . . . ; p i; j; t; w g where P i; j; t denotes the jth thickness line at the depth t of the ith horizontal axial scan, where p i; j; t; k is the kth point of P i; j; t and p i; j; t; 1 , p i; j; t; w are the two end points on the jth thickness line with the depth t.
It is emphasized here that any scan line in the silhouette image represents an image scanned at a certain position of the human body, whereas a point on the scan line corresponds to a row of pixels on that image. For example, let the ith oblique acquisition scan line, QO i in Fig. 3 (a) be the projection of the oblique-scanned image [ Fig. 3(b) ], then the points qoi; 1; t, qoi; n; t on QOi would be the line projections of the image rows of so i; 1 , so i; v to the view of sight as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The one-to-one mapping between a point on the oblique acquisition scan line in Fig. 3 (a) and a row of pixels on the scanned image, e.g., Fig. 3(b) , allows one to map any image row, so i; k , to the corresponding point, qo i; j; t , on the ith oblique acquisition scan line according to the relationship so ik = T o i (qo i; j; t )
(1) where T o i (qo i; j; t ) is defined as T o i (qo i; j; t ) = 000! qoi;j;t; 000! qoi;1;t 000! qoi;n;t; 000! qoi;1;t 1 jso i; 1 0 so i; v j : (2) The 000! qo i; j; t ; 0000! qo i; 1; t is the Euclidean distance between vectors 000! qo i; j; t , 0000! qo i; 1; t , and jj is the absolute value operator. In this equation, soi; 1, soi; v are the nominal pixel rows on the ith oblique axial scan image that corresponds to the points qo i; j; t and qo i; n; t on the ith oblique acquisition scan line. Similarly, in the case of axial scan, we can map the pixel rows of SH i; k for the ith horizontal axial scan into points qh i; j; t as
where T hi(qhi; j; t) = kqh i;j;t ; qh i;1;t k kqh i;m;t ; qh i;1;t k 1 jsh i; l; t 0 shi; u; t j (4) and sh i; l; t , sh i; u; t are the nominal pixel rows on the ith horizontal axial image corresponding to the points qh i; l; t and qh i; m; t on the ith horizontal acquisition scan line. Without loss of generality, in the following discussion we assume that a set of oblique axial scanned images with a slant acquisition angle of , is used to reconstruct a set of horizontal axial scanned images, = 0 , as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the horizontal acquisition scan line, QHi, stands for the desired horizontal axial scan, and the oblique acquisition scan line, QOs, depict the oblique axial scanned image used to reconstruct the horizontal axial scanned image. The finite dimension of an image voxel entails that the gray level at any point along the horizontal, or oblique acquisition scan lines, is an average of all points that fall within the individual slice thickness. For example, the gray level of point qh i; j; t is an average of gray levels of the points that lie on the vertical line segment between pi; j; t; 1 and pi; j; t; w . As a result, a direct point-by-point gray level substitution from either qo c; f; t or qo c; e; t to qh i; j; t is likely to produce abrupt intensity change, particularly at the edge pixels where there exists a big intensity difference between the neighboring points.
To alleviate this problem one would need to calculate the gray levels at pi; j; t; 1, pi; j; t; w and points in between, averaging them out for the gray level at point qhi; j; t . To simplify discussion, let us first assume that the oblique slice thickness is small so that the thickness line is located within the left-bound and right-bound line of the oblique axial scan QO c . A more general case dealing with a thicker image slice is discussed in the next paragraph. Assuming that the contribution of all points within the slice thickness is identical, it can therefore be recognized that the gray level of qo c; f; t could substitute for the gray level of p i; j; t; 1 , and the gray level of qo c; e; t for p i; j; t; w . Likewise, the gray levels of the points between pi; j; t; 1 and pi; j; t; w can be replaced by the gray levels of those points between qoc; e; t and qo c; f; t on the oblique axial scan QO c . Once these gray levels are obtained, the gray level at point qhi; j; t can be easily averaged out.
If the oblique axial scan thickness is too thin, or the horizontal axial scan thickness is too thick, then more than one oblique axial scans are required for the reconstruction of the horizontal axial scan. The following is a discussion of all possible situations of the interaction between the horizontal and the oblique axial scans. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that only the c 01th, cth, and c + 1th oblique axial scans are involved in the reconstruction of the horizontal axial scans.
The interrelation between the horizontal axial scan and the oblique ones can be classified into three categories.
1) The oblique slice thickness is large, so is the intersection angle between the horizontal and the oblique acquisition scan lines. In this case, the thickness line of the horizontal axial image, e.g., the vertical line segment passing through point qh i; j; t , will only intersect with one of the oblique acquisition scan line, the left or the right bound lines only. It can be seen that the examples of Fig. 5(a) -(c) belong to this case. 2) The oblique slice thickness and the intersection angle are both small. As a result, the horizontal scan thickness line intersects with the oblique acquisition scan line and one of the left or right bound lines [ Fig. 6 (a) and (b)].
3) The oblique slice thickness and the intersection angle are so small that the horizontal thickness line intersects with all of the oblique acquisition scan lines, the left and the right bound lines (Fig. 7) . There are three cases in category 1). Case I: the horizontal thickness line intersecting with the left bond line only [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Let the projection points for pi; j; t; 1, p i; j; t; l , and pi; j; t; w be qo c01; f; t , qoc01; e; t (or qo c; f; t ), and qo c; e; t , respectively. The coordinate transformations for the projection points can be formulated as Fig. 5(b) ]. Similar to Fig. 5(a) , the coordinate transformations for the projection points of qo c; f; t and qo c; e; t are qo c; f; t =(x 1 +f 1 cos sin +t cos; y 1 +f 1 coscos 0tsin) (9) qo c; e; t =(x 3 0f 2 cos sin +t cos; y 3 0f 2 cos cos 0tsin): (10) Case III: the horizontal thickness line crosses over the right bound line but does not intersect the oblique acquisition scan line nor the left bound line [ Fig. 5(c) ]. Similar to the previous cases, we now can establish the coordinate transformations for the projection points qo c; f; t , qo c; e; t , qo c+1; f; t , and qo c+1; e; t as 
Based on the definition of the second category, two situations arise. Case I: The horizontal thickness line crosses over the oblique acquisition scan line and the left bound line but does not intersect with the right bound line. This case is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Following previous rationales, we can come up with the coordinate transformations for the projection points qo c01; f; t , qo c01; e; t , qo c; f; t , and qo c; e; t as 
qoc; e; t = (x4 0 f3 cos sin + t cos; y 4 0 f 3 cos cos 0 t sin) Case II: The horizontal thickness line crosses over the oblique acquisition scan line and the right bound line but does not intersect the left bound line as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The corresponding coordinate transformations for the projection points qo c; f; t , qo c; e; t , qo c+1; f; t and qo c+1; e; t become qo c; f; t =(x 1 +f 1 cos sin+t cos; y 1 +f 1 cos cos 0tsin) (19) qoc; e; t =(x3 0f2 cos sin +t cos; y3 0f2 cos cos 0tsin) (20) qo c+1; f; t =(x3 +d sin +t cos; y3 +d cos 0tsin) 
Finally, when the oblique slice thickness and the intersection angle are so small that the horizontal thickness line intersects with all of the oblique acquisition scan line, the left and the right bound lines (Fig. 7) . In this case the coordinate transformations for the projection points qo c01; f; t , qoc01; e; t, qo c; f; t , qoc; e; t , qo c+1; f; t , and qoc+1; e; t become If the oblique slice thickness is very thin and/or if the angle between the horizontal and oblique axial scan is small, then more than three oblique axial scans may be involved in the reconstruction of the horizontal axial image. Assuming that the calculation of the gray level at point qh i; j; t is dependent on the lth to the rth oblique axial scans, and let the influential points at the nth oblique axial image be qon; e; t qo n; f; t , then qhi; j; t s gray level can be determined according to where T hi(qhi; j; t ) follows from (4), I h (x; T hi(qhi; j; t )) denotes the gray level at pixel (x; T hi(qhi; j; t )) on the ith simulated horizontal axial image. T o n (qo n; k; t ) is obtained from (2) that resolves the image row on the oblique axial image corresponding to qo n; k; t . I o (x; T h n (qo n; k; t )) denotes the gray level at pixel (x; T o n (qo n; k; t )) on the nth oblique axial image. Equation (29) therefore, stands for the summation of the normalized gray levels from the influential pixels over the total involved oblique axial scans. The difference between the two images where its intensity is comparatively small and mostly occurred at the tissue boundaries.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiments, the images were taken from the radiology departments of the medical school of National Chung-Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C. The CT scanner is GE 9800Q. The image size is 512 by 512 and the gray level is 256.
(c) Fig. 9 . As in Fig. 8, (a) the true horizontal axial scan CT image, (b) transformed image, and (c) the difference image at a different slice position is displayed.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, we set out to test our proposed image transformation technique. We have acquired two sets of CT images of a phantom, one is the horizontal axial scan (33 images), and the other the oblique axial scan with = 015 acquisition angle (32 images). According to what was introduced in Section II, we transform the set of oblique images to horizontal ones and compare the results to the acquired horizontal images (Figs. 8, 9 ). Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) are two scanned horizontal CT slices and Figs. 8(b) and 9(b) are the transformed ones. A It can be seen that the difference is small in general and the significant ones mostly occurr at tissue boundaries. This is because during transformation, we have assumed the gray levels are identical for those pixels within the thickness line of the oblique images. This assumption poses no threat to most regions that are homogeneous in nature, but will result in larger variations at regions that have largely intense variations, such as those at the boundaries. Nevertheless, these differences are small in scale compared to the original image intensities. For objective evaluation, a quantitative evaluation of the difference is as follows. Consider the normalized square sum of the gray levels, D, in the transformed and true scanned images
where I 1 is the transformed image intensity; I 2 is the true scanned image intensity. The energy, E(I), of an image I is determined as
and Ed(I1; I2) is the square sum of the gray level difference between images I 1 and I 2 , i.e., 
where N 2 N is the image dimension. D is bounded between 0 and 1, and the larger D the larger the difference, and vice versa. Table I shows the calculated D values in the range between 0.03 to 0.11, with a mean of 0.06. These small values prove the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
IV. CONCLUSION
Integration of multimodality medical images to improve diagnosis accuracy has been a major trend in current clinical diagnosis applications. Prior feature-based registration methods were based on the assumptions that the to-be registered images were captured with the same acquisition tilt angle and at the same body position, but neither assumption can be guaranteed. In this paper, we propose a technique that reconstructs two sets of medical images acquired with different acquisition angles and anatomical cross sections into one set of images of identical scanning orientation and positions. The space correlation information among the two image stacks is first extracted and is used to correct the tilt angle and anatomical position differences found in the image stacks. Satisfactory reconstruction results were presented to prove our method.
Image Subband Coding Using Fuzzy Inference and Adaptive Quantization
Ming-Shing Hsieh and Din-Chang Tseng
Abstract-Wavelet image decomposition generates a hierarchical data structure to represent an image. Recently, a new class of image compression algorithms has been developed for exploiting dependencies between the hierarchical wavelet coefficients using zerotrees. This paper deals with a fuzzy inference filter for image entropy coding by choosing significant coefficients and zerotree roots in the higher frequency wavelet subbands. Moreover, an adaptive quantization is proposed to improve the coding performance. Evaluating with the standard images, the proposed approaches are comparable or superior to most state-of-the-art coders. Based on the fuzzy energy judgment, the proposed approaches can achieve an excellent performance on the combination applications of image compression and watermarking.
Index Terms-Adaptive quantization, discrete wavelet transform, entropy energy, fuzzy inference filter, image compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hierarchical decomposition for image coding has been a popular and promising framework for high-performance image compression because it can offer space-frequency resolution tradeoffs that well match the characteristics of real images [1] . Many wavelet/subband coding techniques have been proposed and most of them were renewed from parts of Shapiro's work [2] that generated embedded bit streams at a reasonable algorithmic cost outperforming the stand block-based (e.g., DCT-based) algorithms. Wavelet/subband coding techniques provide excellent space/frequency energy compaction in which energy tends to a cluster spatially in each subband. The space/frequency localization of subband image data takes advantage of efficient data structures for spatial correlation; for example, zerotree [2] - [6] , hierarchical tree [7] , and quadtree [5] , [8] . These techniques utilized the energy compaction properties and the correlation across and within subbands [9] . Furthermore, zerotree has been combined with bit plane coding and has demonstrated the effectiveness of wavelet-based coding [3] , [6] , [9] - [13] .
Originally, the determination of a wavelet tree to be a zerotree is done by comparing subband coefficients uniformly with a fixed threshold value [2] . If all coefficients of a wavelet tree are less than the threshold value, they are set "insignificant" and replaced by zero. Actually, the determination is uncertain and mutual influence among different-scaled subbands. For example, all coefficients of a wavelet tree being slightly less than the threshold value should be not always set "insignificant;" on the other hand, all coefficients of a wavelet tree being slightly greater than the threshold value should be not always set "significant." Therefore, a fuzzy filter is necessary to provide reasoning with the vague and uncertain information. The use of fuzzy filters in image processing is based on the idea that pixels or coefficients are not uniformly fired by every decision rule. The fuzzy set theory has the potential capability to efficiently represent input and output relationships of dynamic systems, thus it has gained popularity. For example, Yang and Toh [14] applied heuristic fuzzy rules to improve the performance of the traditional multilevel filter. Farbiz et al.
[15] applied a new fuzzy logic filter to improve the performance of image enhancement. Wen et al. [16] used fuzzy control to determine the quantization levels for transform coding. Karras et al. [17] employed fuzzy clustering to preserve the textually important image characteristics while using a compression algorithm. Karayiannis et al. [11] used various fuzzy algorithms for vector quantization in wavelet subbands. Munteanu et al. [8] used fuzzy algorithms for vector quantization in quadtree coding.
In this study, we propose image compression approaches that are inspired by a variation of the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) methods. We use a fuzzy inference filter to compute the entropy energies of subband coefficients to determine whether a coefficient is significant or not. Moreover, an adaptive quantization technique instead of conventional quantization techniques is incorporated in the subband imagecoding framework to achieve better performance. The adaptive quantization technique explicitly compares the ratio of significant coefficients in each subband, while conventional quantization methods typically allocate a specific fixed bit rate for coefficients in a subband.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section II presents a brief review on the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coding. The proposed approaches and their main components: fuzzy inference filter and mechanism for computing entropy energies of coefficients are presented in Section III. Besides, the adaptive quantization for achieving better performance of subband coding is also presented. Coding steps and experiments results are reported in Section IV. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. EMBEDDED ZEROTREE WAVELET CODING
Wavelet coefficients have the property that the related coefficients in different scales are located at the same orientation and location in the wavelet hierarchy. Excepting the highest-resolution subbands: HL 1 , LH 1 , and HH 1 , every coefficient in a given scale is related to a set of coefficients in the next finer scale with the same orientation and loca-1083-4419/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
